
FAIR ISLE MITTS



Yarn: Plymouth Viento

       1 skein each of 3 colors 

          - in sample cream is color 2 

            (with 2 of color C I made 2 pair reversing color A  
             and C)  


Needles: Size 8 and 9 double pts/ flexi flip 

               or what ever you want for small knit in the round.  



YF- yarn forward- when knitting these on next round, knit through the 

       back to eliminate holes 



Pattern 1- Knit All



Pattern 2: ( in round) 

Row 1: (K 2 tog) 3 times, (YF, K1) 6 times, (K2tog) 6 times,(YF, K1) 6 times, (K2tog) 3 times.

Row 2: Knit (knit YF through the front to close holes)

Row 3: Knit



Pattern 3: back and forth (you may work 2 right side or wrong side rows in a row )

Row 1: (rs) (K 2 tog) 3 times, (YO, K1) 6 times, (K2tog) 6 times,(YO, K1) 6 times, (K2tog) 3 times. Turn work. 

Row 2: ( ws) purl ((purl yo through front)

Row 3: (rs) Knit

Row 4:( rs) repeat row 1. 

Row 5: (ws) repeat row 2. 

Row 6: (ws) purl. 





With color 1: With size 8 cast on 40 sts join in the round. Knit for 34 rounds (5”) decreasing 4 sts in last round 
(36 st). 



Change to size 9 needle and decrease  4 sts in next round (36 st). Cut color 1. 

With color 2: work pattern 2 rounds 1-2

With color 3: work pattern 2 round 3 

Repeat last 3 rounds for 2” ending with round 1 



Work pattern 3 starting on round 2-6 and 1 with colors as before.



Join back in the round: 

Work pattern 2 as before starting with round 2 for 9 rounds.

Next round: with color 2- knit 1 round. BO in purl. 
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Pattern free with yarn purchase  
 













